
Hello fellow members,

The L.A. Club will meet this Saturday October 3rd, 2009. At the Burbank VFW, known as ‘The Ship’. From
9:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M. Juan Valdez will be brewing up his latest mountain grown coffee, and the doughnuts
will be krispy and creamy.

Ed Baroth will provide this Months demo. Ed’s demo will focus on using drafting tools to enhance your
modeling, such as camouflage, alignment, seam repair & removal techniques. Sounds like a good demo to me.
We are in contract discussions with Dave Kennedy regarding our sudden rescheduling mix-up, and hope to have
Dave ready to go for November’s meeting. If you missed last months meeting, Jack Hernandez had another
great demo that was very well received and we have already received several request to see more from Jack. I
will keep you posted.

The World famous Raffle Table will have some “BIG” surprises this month. The best Jerry…! The best…!

The Auction has been rescheduled yet again, due to some items not being delivered as of yet. I have tried to get
it launched several times but we are not quite ready yet. (Sorry for the delay) I can tell you that it will be worth
the wait as I have been able to obtain a piece by Young Won, From a Private Collection. Don’t miss out on a
chance to own one of Young’s pieces, as they are getting expensive. The Auctions will have no Reserve limits
on them so you might get lucky.  The website is currently ongoing another round of additions and upgrades,
new banner images, a new article by Johnny Brosnan titled ‘Tales of the Gunther’, volume V of Turret Talk ‘Of
Tarps and Tow Cables’, Oliver Doering’s Huey Medivac project, A Helicopter Air Show report complete with
tons of Images from yours truly, And a report from the Peterson Automotive Museum by your Minister of
Propaganda, So as you can probably tell we have been very busy.

Hope to see you all this Saturday.

Marcelo Fuentes
Minister of Propaganda                                                                                   
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